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IEYC

Imagine That
An artist can be someone who likes to paint and draw, to imagine exciting adventures and fill their
paper with colour and life. An artist can be someone who likes to build and make, to create
models and sculptures that wow and amaze. An artist can be someone like you and me – we can
all be artists, and make exciting things happen with our imagination and creativity. An artist can be
someone who just likes to investigate and explore and express themselves.

Ocean Treasures
Have you ever wondered what you might find under the sea? We’re going to be
exploring the oceans of the world, investigating forests of swaying seaweed, and
diving deep into the darkest depths, to find out more about all the amazing and
beautiful animals that make the sea their home. Are we ready to take the plunge
and see what we can find?

Art Lunar New Year Transport and Travel Clothes & Accessories Easter arts and crafts

Music

Fun with Sound
The aim is to encourage learners to explore the different sounds they can make with their body (e.g. claps,
taps, slaps, stamps) and voices and use these in both chants and songs.
Learners will use dance or movement to respond to a variety of music on a theme and then create a series of
sounds to represent pictures related to that theme.

Musical Journeys
In this unit, the idea of journeys to different places is used to introduce the idea that music
can evoke different emotions. Learners explore different ways of performing music, so that
different sections feel different, and create their own soundscapes to express different
emotions.
Feedback is introduced through positive, teacher feedback so that learners can begin to
improve their performances.

PE

Action Like
Jackson
Pollock

(gross motor
skills)

Cityscapes
like Paul Klee

(obstacle
course)

Geometric
Patterns like

Paul
Mondrian

(games like
hopscotch

and 4
corners)

Circles like
Wassily

Kadinsky
(hoops and

quoits)

Little Cloud
with Eric

Carle (gross
motor skills)

Sunflowers
like Van Gogh

(dance)

Patterns in
the Sand

(relay races
and

coordinated
movement)

Ocean Life
(Obstacle

course and
tag games)

A Fish of
Many Colours
(relay races
and dance)

Diving School
(obstacle

course and
balance
games)

Amazing
Octopus (tag

games)


